
Life in
Motion
With LG, it’s all possible.™ 



Get into the fast lane and grab  

hold of the LG G3 Vigor.  

Taking cues from the flagship LG G3, 

the LG G3 Vigor delivers the 

sophisticated experience you would 

expect from the G-Series. With 

smooth curves and a sharp design, this 

device looks good and feels great. An 

8 MP Laser Auto Focus Camera will 

capture the moments you won’t want 

to miss. Plus, LG-exclusive features 

deliver performance that is simple and 

convenient. Let the G3 Vigor fuel the 

truly innovative mobile experience 

you’ve been seeking. 



Large 5.0" HD IPS Display
See all your media and entertainment with bright, rich imagery 
on the crisp, high-quality screen. 

8 MP with Laser Auto 
Focus Camera
Capture images and videos with laser 
precision that measures the distance 
between camera and subject for fast 
focus and clarity. 

1.3 MP Front-Facing Camera with Soft Light
Snap your best selfie—even in low light conditions. The screen 
softly illuminates for a vibrant shot.

Gesture Shutter
Take steady selfies 
without fumbling for 
buttons—a simple hand 
motion initiates a 
three-second countdown.

Knock Code™

Wake and unlock  
your smartphone 
simultaneously by 
tapping a secure 3-8 
point pattern—with  
over 86,000 possible  
code combinations. 

Smart Cleaning
Receive alerts of apps that haven’t been used in a while so you 
can free up some space and speed up your phone.

Smart Keyboard
Adjust the layout of the keyboard for personalized use and 
customized access, providing better one-handed operation. 

QSlide Function
Take multitasking to the 
next level by layering up 
to two windows over 
the main screen, easily 
adjusting their size and 
transparency.

Smart Personalization 
Adjust the height to fit 
your thumb and palm size. 

Seamless Typing 
Use word recognition with 
a swipe up gesture. 

Quick Move
Make instant corrections 
by controlling the cursor.

Step 1

Step 2

Touch & Shoot 
Simply tap an area on-
screen to focus on your 
subject while capturing 
the photo automatically.

2,540 mAh  
Removable Battery 
Take on your tasks with a 
durable battery that can 
keep up with you and all 
your mobile needs.*

Ergonomic Design
Sleek, rounded edges provide 
in-hand comfort and a secure 
grip for enjoyable all day use.

Rear Key
Large, textured buttons are comfortably 
located to improve touch response and 
provide ambidextrous use.

Guest Mode
Keep personal info for 
your eyes only by 
setting a unique 
unlock pattern for 
other users with 
access to a separate, 
preset home screen.*

* Some owner/personal content and information may still be accessible to a user in Guest Mode.

QuickMemo®+ 
Get memos when you need them! 
Schedule your personalized notes to 
appear based on a specified time. 

1.2 GHz Quad-Core Processor
Experience the power of four cores to fuel a fast, seamless 
experience for all your on-device activities. 

* Actual battery time may vary depending on 
network connectivity and application use.
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PR O CE SS O R

1.2 GHz Quad-Core 

PL AT FO RM

Android™ 4.4 KitKat

B AT T ERY

2,540 mAh (Removable)

D ISPL AY

5.0" HD (1280 x 720) IPS Display

M A I N C A M ER A

8 MP with Laser Auto Focus Camera

T ECH N O L O GY

GSM, LTE

M EM O RY

Internal: 8 GB (up to 3.70 GB usable memory)
microSD™ Memory Card Support: up to 32 GB*

* Memory Cards sold separately.
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LG Electronics Mobile USA, Inc.
920 Sylvan Avenue 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Cust. Service: (800) 793-8896

For more information, please visit: www.lg.com/us/G3Vigor-att
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